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Product Features

 Designed specifically for tablet deployments 
     where durability and security are critical

 Active Smart-Charge technology supports up to 16
     iOS, Android and most other devices simultaneously

 Provides a Full 2.4 amps per port to quickly charge 
     all 16 devices

 Sync up to 16 tablets or other USB devices 
     simultaneously

 Heavy-duty, all metal construction protects tablets while
     they are being charged or synced within the cabinet

 Welded anchor loop lets you chain the cabinet to a 
     secure structure so the cabinet itself can't be removed

 13 x 10.5 x .9 inch tablet compartments accommodate
      both large and small tablets and protective cases

 Front Status Panel shows charge or sync status on each 
     attached tablet within the cabinet

Charge and Guard Secure Charge/Sync Cabinet 16™

 

Aleratec’s Charge and Guard Secure Charge/Sync Cabinet 16 has been designed with 
specifically for tablet deployments where durability and security are critical.  Our heavy-duty, 
all-metal construction protects up to 16 tablets while they are being charged or synced 
within the cabinet.  A welded anchor loop allows you to chain the cabinet to a secure 
structure so that the cabinet itself can’t be taken by unauthorized persons.  Inside the 
cabinet are 16 USB ports that support smart-charging iOS, Android and most other mobile 
devices quickly with enough power for a full 2.4A per port.  The flat top of the cabinet is an 
ideal place to set your laptop as you synchronize up to 16 devices simultaneously by 
connecting your computer to the cabinet’s external USB port.  The status panel on the front 
shows the charge or sync status of each attached tablet within the cabinet.

16-Port Secured Tablet and iPad Charge and Sync Station



Charge and Guard Secure 
Charge/Sync Cabinet 16™
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Target USB Ports: 16 

Power Requirements:
AC 100-120V, 50-60Hz, 7A

Power Output: DC 5V, 60A

Smart-Charge Support: 
Active - iOS, Android and most other
other platforms

Product Dimensions (LxWxH):
510 x 450 x 420 mm  /  20.1" x 17.7" x 16.5"

Operating Temperature: 
41°F - 122°F / 5°C - 50°C

Humidity: 15% - 90% RH

Weight: 26.3 kg  /  58 lb

Country of Origin:  Assembled in the USA
from parts sourced globally

Warranty:  Limited 1 year parts and labor

UPC Code:  808068-00788-3
Back view Chain and lock not included.

iPads and cables not included.


